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Monitoring temporal changes of aboveground carbon (AGC) stocks distribution in subtropical thicket is key to 
understanding the role of vegetation in carbon sequestration. The main objectives of this research paper were to 
model and quantify the temporal changes of AGC stocks between 1972 and 2010 in the Great Fish River Nature 
Reserve and its environs, Eastern Cape Province, South Africa. We used a method based on the integration 
of remote sensing and geographical information systems to estimate AGC stocks in a time series framework. 
A non-linear regression model was developed using Normalised Difference Vegetation Index values generated from 
SPOT 5 High Resolution Geometric satellite imagery of 2010 as an independent variable and AGC stock estimates 
from field plots as the dependent variable. The regression model was used to estimate AGC stocks from satellite 
imagery for 1972 (Landsat TM), 1982 (Landsat 4 TM), 1992 (Landsat 7 ETM), 2002 (Landsat ETM+) and 2010 
(SPOT 5) satellite imagery. AGC stocks for the respective years were compared by means of change detection 
analysis at the subtropical thicket class level. The results showed a decline of AGC stocks in all the classes from 
1972 to 2010. Degraded and transformed thicket classes had the highest AGC stock losses. The decline of AGC 
stocks was attributed to thicket transformation and degradation, which were attributed to anthropogenic activities. 

Introduction
The role of forests as a carbon source and sink has been widely explored. Recent studies have shown that forests 
store close to 289 919 t of carbon in trees and other vegetation.1 However, the rate of deforestation has become 
a subject of major concern for many scientists. The global forest deforestation rate has been approximated at 
-7317% per year between 2000 and 2005.1-3 Approximately 13 million ha of world forest was lost between 2000 
and 2010,4 implying an increase in the amount of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.1,5 Africa’s forests are 
disappearing at a rate approximately four times more than that of the world average.6 A study by the United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP) conducted in 2006 estimated that 70%, 95% and 30% of forests in West Africa, 
East Africa and the Democratic Republic of Congo, respectively, would be decimated by 2040. Deforestation and 
forest degradation contribute to atmospheric greenhouse gas emissions through the combustion of forest biomass 
and decomposition of the remaining plant material.7

The average deforestation rate in the Southern African Development Community (SADC) region is about 0.6%. 
The main causes of deforestation are conversion of forest land to agriculture and uncontrolled veld fires.8 The 
subtropical thicket in the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa has suffered different levels of degradation, ranging 
from moderate to severe.9-11 Land use/cover change activities were singled out as the major causes of degradation 
of the subtropical thicket. Approximately 60% of the primary subtropical thicket vegetation biome of South Africa 
has been severely degraded.9,12 The disappearance of Portulacria afra thicket species has been observed in vast 
areas of the biome.12,13 

Different methodological strategies have been employed to estimate aboveground carbon (AGC) stocks. 
Technological advancements have seen the introduction of remote sensing (RS) and geographical information 
system (GIS) techniques in this endeavour. It has been demonstrated that RS data in conjunction with ground 
information acquired at object level can help in the development of national and regional estimates of AGC 
stocks.14-16 Using RS data, it is possible to monitor terrestrial ecosystems at various temporal and spatial scales. 
This approach has been widely tested for land-cover mapping and forestry applications. Previous studies have 
also reviewed the application of RS data for qualitative change detection of deforestation through land use/cover 
classification and quantification of forest AGC stock changes.17-19

While regression models for AGC stock estimations have been explored, most work has been dedicated to 
developing models that extrapolate destructive harvest data points to large scales, based on proxies measured 
from the ground and RS.1,9,20,21 Different attributes are used for AGC stock estimation, depending on major factors 
such as climate and relief.22-24 Most AGC stock estimations have been performed on a broad scale without 
analysing specific local conditions. Only a few studies10,23,25,26 have attempted to account for variations in specific 
biomes. Many developed countries have at least one inventory of all their forest area that can be used as a 
baseline for further estimation. Conversely, very few developing countries have comprehensive national forest area 
inventories.24 Against the above background, in this study we sought to estimate the changes in AGC stocks in the 
Great Fish River Nature Reserve (GFRNR) and its environs from 1972 to 2010. Landsat satellite imagery archives 
date back to 1972, providing a benchmark for estimating changes in AGC stocks within the 38-year period. A non-
linear regression model was developed to estimate AGC stocks for this area using field plot AGC estimates and 
satellite imagery from 1972, 1982, 1992, 2002 and 2010.

The study area
The GFRNR, located in the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa (Figure 1), is divided into nature conservation areas 
which consist of three reserves: the Andries Vosloo Kudu Nature Reserve, the Double Drift Reserve and the Sam Knott 
Nature Reserve. Its environs include privately owned commercial farms and the highly populated communal villages 
of Glenmore, Tyefu, KwaNdlambe, Committee Drift, Chisira and Ncabasa. The study area is characterised by semi-arid 
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conditions; both rainfall and temperature vary markedly with the seasons. 
The summer and winter season minimum and maximum temperatures 
range from 22 °C to 30 °C and -3 °C to 22 °C, respectively. While winters 
are dry, the mean annual rainfall of the area, which is about 450 mm, 
peaks in spring and autumn.25
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Figure 1: Map of the Great Fish River Nature Reserve and its environs – 
the study area.

Materials and methods
The methods – which entailed field surveys, image analysis, model 
development and quantifying AGC stocks – are illustrated in Figure 2. 
These procedures are described in the subsequent sub-sections.

Sampling design
According to the sampling design done prior to fieldwork, the study area 
was stratified into three subtropical thicket vegetation categories: intact, 
transformed and degraded thicket. This stratification was performed 
with the aid of a land use/cover map generated from the 2010 SPOT 
(HRG) imagery and was undertaken in order to obtain precise estimates 
of the subtropical thicket vegetation parameters. A large number of plots 
allowed for the measurement of the spatial variability of AGC stocks, 
increasing the confidence in AGC estimates. An optimum number of 
sample plots was selected using the formula below by Fuchs et al.20:

M= , Equation 1

where M is the minimum number of samples required, x is the value 
associated with specified probability, CV is the coefficient of variance 
and AE is the allowed error.

During field surveys conducted in February and March 2010, 90 plots 
of 30 m x 30 m were randomly allocated to the intact, transformed and 
degraded thicket strata. One subplot of 1 m x 1 m was also randomly 
selected from each of the 30 m x 30 m plots. The total number of trees was 
recorded for each plot and coordinates were recorded using a centimetre 
level precision Ashtech® ProMark2™ Global Positioning System (GPS) 
receiver. Within 1 m x 1 m subplots, seedlings, herbaceous material 
and litter were collected, dried to a constant mass and converted from 
biomass to carbon (tonnes) using a 0.48 conversion ratio.13 
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Figure 2: Framework for the integration of remote sensing and field data 
measurements to estimate aboveground carbon (AGC) stocks.

Aboveground biomass and AGC estimation
Samples of dominant tree species or guilds were selected in the respective 
strata. The trees were measured for height, canopy and basal diameter. 
The dominant plant species in each stratum were sampled and parts of 
aboveground portions (branches) were harvested and dried in the oven 
at a constant temperature of 80 °C. The dry mass of the branches was 
plotted against their canopy diameters and a power function was used to 
estimate the dry mass of all trees measured in each plot based on their 
canopy and the formula by Mills and Cowling25 and Lu27.

The use of allometric regression equations has proven to be a reliable 
and non-destructive method to estimate AGC stocks. The development 
of allometric equations in this study was based on the subtropical thicket 
vegetation characteristics present in the study area in conjunction with 
the ones used by Skowno10, Patenaude et al.12 and Myeong et al.16 
However, there are uncertainties associated with the use of allometric 
equations, such as the variation of vegetation at sites, soil type, climate, 
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stand structure and genetic properties, which are associated with 
subtropical thicket vegetation. Therefore, in order to account for these 
uncertainties, only subtropical thicket vegetation guilds found in the study 
area were considered. A study by Lu27 revealed that the use of general 
allometric equations results in errors in tree measurements, sampling and 
representation of plots over large areas. The use of age, leaf area index 
and hyperspectral RS, which are outside the scope of this study, can be 
used to improve the estimation of AGC stocks in future studies.

Image processing
Subset images covering the study area were extracted from the 
respective sets of imagery. The satellite images acquired were captured 
on 20 November 1972 for Landsat MSS, 20 December 1982 for 
Landsat 4 TM, 15 December 1992 for Landsat TM, 1 December 2002 
for Landsat 7 ETM and 25 December 2010 for SPOT 5 HRG. Clearly 
distinguishable spectral reflectance patterns of different vegetation 
surfaces were therefore identifiable, as all imagery sets were captured in 
the summer rainfall season. Other data sets such as aerial photographs, 
topographic maps and SPOT 5 at a 10-m resolution were acquired for 
accuracy assessments. Geometric and radiometric correction were 
required for reliable change detection analysis using satellite imagery. 
Orthorectification was used to correct different angles, which are typical 
of multi-temporal data sets and also to ensure that images overlay 
perfectly with other GIS data sets. Temporal imagery (Landsat MSS, 
4 TM, 7 ETM+ and SPOT 5 HRG) data sets were geo-referenced to a 
2-m SPOT mosaic and projected to the Universal Transverse Mercator 
(UTM) system using World Geodetic Systems, zone 11, 1984 datum. 
A 20-m digital elevation model was used to correct relief displacement 
caused by local topography. At least 30 ground control points, evenly 
distributed on each image, were used in the geo-referencing process.4 

Radiometric and atmospheric correction of surface reflectance of 
the SPOT 5 and Landsat data were conducted using the dark object 
subtraction option. The equations used for this procedure21 are:

Rλ = PI * D * (Lλ − Lλ.haze)/(Esunλ * COS(θ)) Equation 2

Lλ = DNλ/Aλ (for SPOT HRG data) Equation 3

Lλ = gain * DNλ + bias (for Landsat TM data), Equation 4

where Lλ is the apparent at-satellite radiance for spectral band λ, DNλ 
is the digital number for band λ, Aλ is the calibration factor for spectral 
band λ of the HRG image, Rλ is the calibrated reflectance Lλ.haze is path 
radiance, Esunλ is exo-atmospheric solar irradiance, D is the distance 
between earth and the sun and θ is the sun zenith angle.

Challenges encountered during the application of satellite imagery 
of different spatial resolution for change detection are outlined by 
Buyantuyev and Wu26. Studies done by Singh14 and Im et al.28 revealed 
that the post-classification approach minimises the problems caused by 
variation in sensors and atmospheric conditions, as well as vegetation 
phenology between different dates, because data from different dates 
are independently classified. Therefore, Landsat MSS, 4 TM, 7 ETM and 
SPOT 5 HRG images were independently portioned into image objects 
using Definiens Developer version 7 RS software. 

Object-oriented classification 
An object-oriented approach was used to independently segment the 
respective sets of imagery into three land-cover classes, namely intact, 
transformed and degraded. A fractal net evolution approach embedded in 
Definiens Developer 7 was used.15 The segments were merged based on 
their level of similarity. Layer weights, scale, shape factor and compactness 
were set to 1, 20, 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. These variables were 
determined by visual interpretation of the results of image segmentation, 
where objects were considered to be internally homogenous, such that 
all pixels within a primitive object belong to one cover class.29 Training 
sites were used for supervised classification in conjunction with the rule-
based classification to classify each of the objects into one of the three 

land-cover classes.15,30,31,32 The post-classification comparison approach 
was applied to detect the land-cover change classes.15,29,31 The overall 
accuracies obtained were 0.91, 0.92, 0.88, 0.91 and 0.86 for the 1972, 
1982, 1992, 2002 and 2010 imagery, respectively, signifying a high 
classification accuracy. The accuracy for 2010 SPOT imagery in particular 
was improved by linking training site GPS positions in the field to their 
corresponding positions on the satellite image.

Model development and validation
A non-linear relationship between carbon and the Normalised Difference 
Vegetation Index (NDVI) values was established to develop a regression 
model for AGC estimation from the 2010 SPOT 5 HRG image.19,33 The 
2010 SPOT image was selected because fieldwork was conducted in 
2010 as well, during the months that coincided with the December 
summer. In this case, the NDVI was used as the independent variable, 
while AGC was the dependent variable. 

The model was validated using sets of data obtained from field sites. A 
total of 20 sets of AGC stock estimates from field plots were compared 
with AGC stocks predicted by the model from the satellite image. AGC 
stocks for the GFRNR and environs were independently estimated.

The root mean square error (RMSE) was used to check the accuracy of 
the model using the equation by Canty et al.18 

RMSE= , Equation 5

where RMSE is the root mean square error, CT is the carbon predicted 
by the model, EC is the estimated carbon and M is the number of 
observations.

The non-linear regression (quadratic) equation was chosen instead 
of a simple linear regression because it produced higher correlations: 
R2=0.975 for intact thicket, R2=0.812 for transformed thicket and 
R2=0.725 for degraded thicket. These values are comparable to the 
results obtained by Myeong et al.16, Hirata21, Buyantuyev and Wu26 and 

Lu27 who established allometric relationships between thicket trees using 
attributes such as crown cover area, basal area and height, while Chubey 
et al.31 established relationships between the crown and diameter, breast 
and height. It is noteworthy, however, that the natural conditions in which 
subtropical thicket vegetation grows do not follow linear relationships 
between diameter, crown area, basal area and height.34,35

Mapping AGC stock changes between 1972 and 2010 
The validated non-linear regression model was used to map AGC stocks 
in subtropical classes for the entire study area in 2010. This model was 
also used to estimate and map the aboveground carbon stocks for the 
respective years. Mapping AGC stocks was then carried out for the three 
thicket classes (intact, transformed and degraded thicket). The non-
linear regression model used for AGC stocks estimation in the study 
area was:

AGC = 108.2e(NDVI10.0184),   Equation 6

where AGC is the above ground carbon stocks (kg C/pixel) and NDVI is 
the SPOT NDVI value.19

After applying this model to estimate the AGC stocks, stock amounts 
were upscaled to t/ha.

Results

NDVI trends
The NDVI range for intact, transformed and degraded thicket between 
1972 and 2010 is illustrated in Figure 3. A decreasing trend in the NDVI 
range for intact and degraded thicket is noticeable. The overall range for 
intact thicket declined from 0.53–0.77 to 0.38–0.62 between 1972 and 
2010. This decline is particularly pronounced between 2002 and 2010. 
The range for degraded thicket also deteriorated from -0.05 – -0.04 
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Figure 3: Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) ranges per class from 1972 to 2010. The dots on the NDVI surfaces represent field sampling points.

in 1972 to -0.60 – -0.045 in 2010. These findings reflect tremendous 
changes in vegetation status, which have serious implications for AGC 
stocks, as explained in the subsequent sub-sections.

Model validation and AGC stock quantification
To validate the AGC stocks, model data sets obtained from the 90 field 
plots were plotted against the AGC stocks predicted from the imagery. 
A model validation result of R2=0.960, which is quite significant at the 
0.05 level, was obtained. This result implies a strong correlation between 

predicted AGC stocks and AGC stocks calculated in the field. The RMSE 
value of the model was 0.21, suggesting the model was highly accurate. 

The validated non-linear regression model was applied to estimate the 
amount of AGC stocks for the entire study area, for the rest of the imagery 
sets. The models developed for the GFRNR and environs were used for 
the estimation, quantification and mapping of AGC stocks per class for 
the respective dates. Figure 4 illustrates the temporal changes of AGC 
stocks from 1972 to 2010 in the study area.  AGC stock changes per 
subtropical thicket class in the GFRNR and environs are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 4: Aboveground carbon (AGC) stock changes between 1972 and 2010.

Temporal changes of AGC stocks
Change in mean AGC stocks in tonnes between 1972 and 1982 illustrates 
that intact, transformed and degraded thicket classes decreased by 
15 t/ha, 15 t/ha and 5 t/ha, respectively. The decreases were quite 
considerable for all the classes, as reflected by the percentage change 
(Table 1). It can be noted that intact and transformed thicket had the 
highest decrease in AGC stocks (15 t/ha each). Between 1982 and 
1992, the decrease in mean AGC stocks for intact and degraded thicket 

was tremendous, as indicated by 12.5% and 37%, respectively, while 
there was no change in transformed thicket stocks.

The period between 1992 and 2002 registered the lowest decrease 
in mean AGC stocks (Table 1). Conversely, mean AGC stock losses 
were highest between 2002 and 2010, coinciding with the pronounced 
decline in the NDVI range pointed out earlier. Overall, a high percentage 
of net mean AGC stock losses of 15 t/ha, 15 t/ha and 35 t/ha for intact, 
transformed and degraded thicket, respectively, was registered between 
1972 and 2010.
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Discussion
The object-oriented classification produced a classification of subtropical 
thicket vegetation classes, which enabled the accurate estimation of the 
area covered by each of the subtropical thicket classes. 

The temporal changes that occurred within the subtropical thicket 
classes are a prerequisite for AGC stock change assessments.18,23 The 
temporal analysis of the stocks from 1972 to 2010 shows a drastically 
decreasing trend in the three subtropical thicket classes. Degraded 
and intact thicket had the highest AGC stock losses. There were high 
losses in AGC between 2002 and 2010 in all three thicket classes. The 
considerable thicket degradation processes taking place, particularly 
in the communal rangelands and villages, could explain the temporal 
losses in AGC stocks. Thicket degradation was noted to vary with land 
tenure systems.13 Communal lands are characterised by overgrazing and 
severe soil erosion forms related to land abandonment.

Rainfall trends between 1972 and 2010, analysed by Nyamugama35, 
reveal the oscillatory nature of precipitation in the study area. For instance, 
despite the fact that more precipitation was received in 2010 than in 2002, a 
considerable deterioration in thicket condition and reduction in AGC stocks 
was identified. This finding suggests that precipitation had little effect with 
regard to vegetation and AGC stock trends. By implication, anthropogenic 
factors could have played an overriding role in the deterioration of thicket 
and AGC stocks during this period.

The AGC stock estimates for 2010 are comparable with the estimates 
carried out by Mills et al.36 in the GFRNR and in the Sundays River 
spekboom37. These results are also comparable with the findings of 
Palmer et al.38 in Baviaanskloof Mega Reserve, South Africa, who 
observed that the intact subtropical thicket class had higher AGC stocks 
than the transformed and degraded thicket classes. By implication, 
thicket transformation and degradation trends as identified in the present 
study translate into enormous losses of AGC. The decline in the area 
under intact subtropical thicket has led to high losses of AGC stocks 

from 1972 to 2010. The implications of this decline for climate change 
are tremendous.

The main challenge encountered related to similarities in spectral 
signatures of subtropical thicket vegetation NDVI with some other 
vegetation surfaces. Therefore, extensive sampling was done in those 
areas in order to separate subtropical thicket vegetation classes on 
the 2010 SPOT image. The challenge was, however, greater with the 
Landsat MSS, TM and ETM images. Despite these challenges, the 
results obtained in this research are valid, as borne out by comparison 
with similar studies in other areas covered by subtropical thicket. A 
study by Copping et al.39 revealed the challenges encountered in long-
term change detection, as a result of constraints related to vegetation 
phenology and variations in interannual vegetation productivity. 
Although the role of vegetation phenology variation is known, the post-
classification techniques employed in this study compensated for the 
inter-date phenological variations, as each classification was done 
independently.32 Each classification was then used to characterise the 
land use/cover changes.15,16

Conclusions
The results of this study confirm that GIS and RS can be reliably used 
to model spatial and temporal changes in AGC stocks. It is possible 
to estimate, quantify and map AGC stocks over space and time, with 
changes in various subtropical thicket classes. A general decline in AGC 
stocks from 1972 to 2010 was identified in all the subtropical thicket 
classes. Degraded and transformed subtropical thicket classes had the 
highest losses, while the intact subtropical thicket class showed the 
lowest decline. The high losses of AGC stocks in subtropical thicket 
classes are attributed mainly to anthropogenic activities such as 
overgrazing, indiscriminate wood collection for fuel and other injudicious 
land-use practices. The results of this study can be used to retrospectively 
estimate AGC losses and thus carbon emissions in the past and to 
predict future scenarios. The methodology used in this study can be 
applied to estimate AGC stocks at national and regional levels, which 
can assist in carbon reporting for the country as per the Kyoto Protocol 
requirements. The average AGC stocks for each subtropical thicket class 
can therefore be applied to satellite-based subtropical vegetation maps 
to estimate regional subtropical thicket forest emissions.
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